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Image: PexelsAth month a 19-year-old bug was discovered in WinRAR, a software that many PC users use to retrieve .zip and other files on their computer. While the company quickly fixed the bug, this match requires users to update their software to be safe - and many people haven't done so yet. Here's the case according to
WinRAR:WinRAR has always been known for its broad support for all popular compression formats. A recent Check Point Software report identified a potential security vulnerability in UNACEV2. The DLL library used in former versions of WinRAR to unpack ace archives. There have been no reported attacks so far, but to provide WinRAR
users with a stable and clean version, the final version of WinRAR 5.70 has been released. WITH UNACEV2. DLL has not been updated since 2005, and access to its source code is not available, and it was decided to withgo support for the ACE archive, starting with WinRAR 5.70. Now, after the launch of the final and stable version of
WinRAR 5.70, an upgrade immediately to the new version of 5.70 is highly recommended. For users who are not interested in the update or who do not find a localized version of WinRAR 5.70 yet, win.rar GmbH advises removing UNACEV2. DLL file from their current version of WinRAR to be securely protected again. All winRAR 5.10
users or any new version can find UNACEV2. DLL file in WinRAR folder. WinRAR users over 5.10 can find UNACEV2. DLL file in WinRAR subflander formats. According to McAfee, there are more than 100 unique exploits that can happen through an error, including one where hackers can extract a malicious file to run your computer
folder that will automatically work the next time the computer restarts. Not perfect. Fortunately, there's a quick and easy way to protect yourself from bugs and all the nefarious things that potentially come along with it: just upgrade the software. You want to have a version of WinRAR 5.70. You can find it here. If you're a WinRAR user
make sure your up to date now! Passwords are none of us like them, but we have to live with them if we want to keep our personal information safe. It's also a good idea to make secure passwords, which involves creating unique, hard-to-guess clues that no one will ever decipher. Since passwords should be of their kind, it is imperative
that you find a way to remember them all. And if you don't have photographic memory (or use very few services), you'll need a password management tool. There are a lot of good ones out there; Among the most popular are Dashlane, LastPass and 1Password. But here at the Android Authority most of us live around the Google
ecosystem, and search engine has its own solutions. It's not the most mature just yet, so they will require some patience, but they work well, stay safe and synchronize sync your Google account. The best part is that you can take google password management tools without downloading the thing. These services are integrated directly into
platforms such as Android and Chrome. Want to know more? Let's dig straight in. Chrome password manager This feature has been around for a long time. Chrome can learn your passwords and sync on other devices using the popular Google browser, as long as they are all signed up to the same Google account. Chrome now uses the
same password list as Smart Lock for passwords (which we'll talk about soon), so there's no need to mess with different lists. In addition, you can easily access stored passwords on passwords.google.com.It super easy to operate. Just save your passwords and they will be ready to go the next time you get access to a particular website.
This is when you first enter login data and Chrome displays a dialog box with the ability to save your credentials. Just click to save the password when this box pops up and you're good to go. The only problem before is that it only worked with Chrome browsers. What about apps? Well, let's get into it. Smart Lock for passwordsChrome
password management tools work great, but Google needs to create something more integrated if they plan to keep up with the competition. That's why Smart Lock for passwords was introduced on Google I/O 2015.Smart Lock for passwords will allow your device to automatically log into compatible apps, as long as you have saved your
login credentials with Chrome. For example, if you save your Netflix password in Chrome, your device will automatically be able to log into the Netflix android app. Pretty awesome, isn't it? What makes Smart Lock special for passwords is that it's no longer limited to a browser. On Android, it will also work with actual apps. There is a trick,
though. Developers need to add support to this feature before it works. As soon as they do with it, magic starts to happen. To use Smart Lock for passwords, just go to Google's Smart Lock settings for passwords on your Android device. Turn over to Smart Lock for passwords and Auto log in. You're set up; The next time you get access to
a compatible app for which you have a password, you'll automatically turn on. Just use your Google account to log in! Yes, you can do that. Of course, not every site will allow this, but pages can allow you to log into their services through your Google account. You've probably seen it around, along with Facebook and Twitter options. The
next time you see a button with a Google Login button, with the Google sign, give it a go. It's super easy and you don't even need to create an entire account from scratch. The packaging is there you have! Saving all passwords with Google may not be the most elegant solution in all But it can be quite handy from time to time. Is there a
reason why you would choose a third party password manager? How can Google make its own services better? Hit the comments to let us know. The Boss Premium password is offered this week and if you've ever had your phone lost or stolen you'll know why it's convenient. Without a password manager, even if all the insurance is snu
best and you have a new device, how do you remember all your passwords to get back into your accounts? Most of us have something like 30 to 50 log details to remember. We've always been told not to write them down, and your accounts log in automatically. It doesn't really remember them, and some of them may need to be changed
regularly. It's nightmare.4 out of 5 stars - PC MagDon't wait until you're in this situation to check your memory. The solution is the password manager, and Password Boss Premium is a solid choice. It stores your login details for all your accounts, all you have to do is remember one login for the app itself. Password Boss comes with a host
of other features to make your life easy. It is protected by military encryption, it generates super-profitable passwords and syncs between devices. It even has the function of remotely erasing data in case of device theft. Boss Password at First Sight: Use one main password to fill in unique usernames and passwords for different websites.
Keep an unlimited number of passwords. Auto-fill forms on websites saved passwords. Access passwords anywhere with synchronization between devices. Share your passwords with an unlimited number of people. Prevent data theft by removing data from lost devices and using two-step verification. There is no time like the present to
rest. To get a Boss password for life through three devices is just $19.99 - a whopping 86 percent of the retail price. Similar big cases on 5-device packages and unlimited devices. Trades are expiring soon, and in any case, you don't want to wait until you're locked out of your account. Hit the button below to sign up. The AAPicks team
writes about things we think you will find, and we can see a share of the revenue from any purchases made through affiliate links. To see all our hottest deals, head to AAPICKS HUB. Do you have WinRAR installed on your Windows computer? Then you are probably vulnerable to attack. RARLab fixed a dangerous security error at the
end of February 2019, but WinRAR is not automatically updated. Most WinRAR installations are still vulnerable. What's the danger? WinRAR contains a flaw that will allow . The RAR file you download automatically .exe file in The Startup folder. This .exe file will automatically be launched the next time you sign up on your computer, and it
can infect your computer with malware. In particular, this flaw is the result of the WinRAR WinRAR ACE The attacker simply needs to create a specially created ACE archive and give it to him. Expansion of the RAR file. When you retrieve a file with a vulnerable version of WinRAR, it can automatically put the malware in the Startup folder
without any additional user action. This serious flaw was discovered by researchers from Check Point Software Technologies. WinRAR has maintained an ancient DLL since 2006 to support ACE archives, and this file has now been removed from the latest versions of WinRAR, which no longer support ACE archives. Don't worry, ACE
archives are very rare. However, if you haven't heard of this bypassing flaw way already, you may be in danger. WinRAR is not automatically updated. We are also extremely disappointed that winRAR does not provide information about this security flaw and instead buries it in The WinRAR Release Notes. WinRAR reportedly has 500
million users worldwide and we are sure that most of these users have not heard of this error and the updated WinRAR. Although the update was released back in February, this story is still gaining momentum. McAfee security researchers identified more than 100 unique exploits online by mid-March, with most users being attacked while
in the U.S. For example, a bootlegdel copy of Ariana Grande's Thank U, Next codenamed Ariana_Grande-thank_u._next (2019) is used to install malware through vulnerable versions of WinRAR. How to check if WinRAR is installed if you're unsure if WinRAR is installed, just search the Start menu for WinRAR. If you see the WinRAR
label, it's installed. If you don't see the WinRAR label, it's not. Which versions of WinRAR are vulnerable? If you see WinRAR, you should check to see if you're in a vulnerable version. To do this, run WinRAR and click Help for WinRAR. WinRAR 5.70 and newer versions are safe. If you have an old version of WinRAR, it's vulnerable. This
security error exists in every version of WinRAR released over the past 19 years. If you have a version of 5.70 beta 1 installed, it's also safe, but we recommend you install the latest stable version. How to protect your computer from malicious RARs If you want to continue using WinRAR, go to the RARLab website, download the latest
version of WinRAR and install it on your computer. WinRAR is not automatically updated, so winRAR software on your computer will remain vulnerable until you do so. You can also simply remove WinRAR from the control panel. We are not big fans of WinRAR, which is a trialware that either requires you to pay or put up with annoying
nag screens. Instead, we recommend that you install free open source software, 7-Sip, which is ours. non-archive software. 7-Sip can open RAR files, as well as other archive formats, such as SIP SIP 7z. If you don't like outdated-looking program icons, you can get more promising icons for 7-sip. Regardless of the non-archive software
you use, we recommend installing and restoring a solid antivirus. Antivirus software can often detect malware like this and block it from being installed, even if you use vulnerable software, although security software is not perfect and you can't count on it to catch every piece of malware on the web. That's why it's important to have a tiered
defense strategy. WHAT is the best antivirus for Windows 10? (Is Windows Defender good enough?) Enough?)
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